Material list for Kurt Moyer’s Painting classes

Bring what you have to the first class, you will need to have the following paints, brushes and supports to the second class. Ideally, bring materials to the first class.

**Paints**  This is the bare minimum! **Student grade paints are fine for beginners, but Artist grade paints will produce better results**

- Cadmium or Lemon Yellow (light) *a primary yellow*
- Cadmium Red (light)
- Ultramarine Blue and/or Cobalt Blue
- Yellow Ochre
- Quinacridone Crimson or Alizarin Crimson
- Raw Umber
- Titanium White/ or Creminitz White Large tube

**Solvents**: Bring odorless mineral spirits in a small glass jar with lid (such as a baby food jar) . I recommend Gamsol brand mineral sprits. Please do not bring any turpentine to class.

**Brushes** [sizes- #2- 4- 6- 8] inexpensive “student grade” are perfectly fine for this class.

- White synthetic Round Brushes Sizes 2, 4, 6, and 8 I recommend Windsor and Newton “University” brushes (red handles)

**Palette knife** ( metal is best) *for mixing paint.*

**Palette** -This is for mixing paints. Glass or wood is preferred, but you can also use palette paper.

**Something to paint on** – you will need a total of 6-8 surfaces to paint on for this course (if you want to pick up just a couple to get started that’s ok)

Choose sizes that are no smaller than 8x10, no larger than 16x20

I recommend something rigid like canvas board, as we will be working primarily on easels

Any of the following:

Prestreched canvas
Canvas board *this is the most economical and useful for this classs*
Primed masonite or plywood panels, such as “gesso board” cradled or uncradled
Canvas pad (real canvas)
Misc.
• Drawing pad, pencils, eraser
• A roll of good quality paper towels

A Hint about Supplies
It is much easier to find the supplies you need, at a good price if you go to an Art supply store such as “Rochester Art Supply” on Main St., “The Art Store” and “Hyatt’s” both on Jefferson Rd. in Henrietta. Be sure to ask if they offer Creative Workshop student discounts! In addition there are discount stores on line such as- Jerrysartarama.com or Cheap Joes.

Please direct any questions regarding this supply list to the Creative Workshop Office at (585) 276-8959 or creativeworkshop@mag.rochester.edu